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Dear << IFERP Member>>  

 
Personalized events are here to stay. In the age of the individual, tailor-made customer

experiences are ruling the roost - everything from consumer goods to fashion, and now
events are being personalized to appeal to the sensibilities of the individual consumer.  

 

With this being the case, IFERP organises events with customised support in order to
provide members and participants with convenient access. IFERP provides participants

with the flexibility to participate and associate with events such as the following:  
 

• The option to choose their own learning style, 

• The capacity to select their preferred mode of attendance,  
• The ability to choose their preferred method of communication. 

• More overall freedom in terms of content, speakers, seminars, and other events. 
 

As part of this month’s newsletter, IFERP brings you all the biggest and most highly

anticipated conferences, scientific events, speakers, book chapters, journals, and more,
from the world of academia.

May 2022 was a phenomenal month. The following stats speak for themselves -

4+ International Conferences
conducted across the planet

2+InternationalCollaborations &
MoU’s signed

4+ Webinars & FDPs held

504+ Scientific Presentations
organized

216+ Publications facilitated

878+ Professional Members
enrolled

3400+ Student Members
enrolled

20+ Premium Members enrolled

500+Seed Funding Proposals
approved

2+ Book Chapters released

Conferences & Scientific Events 

 
Scientific events, such as conferences, seminars, and workshops, constitute the backbone

of academic progression and scientific progress, according to IFERP. 
 

This is exactly why we’re committed to organizing high-level events regularly and

consistently all over the world. Some of the events, both in-person and virtual that took
place in May of 2022 are highlighted below.

International Conferences, May 2022

The “2nd International Conference on
Advanced Computing and
Communication Technology (ICACCT -
22)” took place on the 19th & 20th of
May 2022. This event was organized in
association with the Department of
Information Technology of Francis
Xavier Engineering College, Tirunelveli,
India. It has been witnessed a whopping
total of 200 participants, delegates, and
the committee members.

On the 21st and 22nd of May 2022,
IFERP hosted the “International
Conference On Physical Science And
Technology 2022 (ICPST 2022)”, on a
virtual platform. It was organized in
conjunction with the Vishwatmak Om
Gurudev College of Engineering,
Maharashtra, and the CMR College of
Engineering and Technology, Hyderabad.
This incredible event drew around 250
attendees, delegates, and committee
members.

IFERP organized the much-anticipated
“5th International Conference on Multi-
Disciplinary Research Studies and
Education (ICMDRSE-2022)" in Malaysia.
This two-day event was held on the 26th
and 27th of May 2022, with a total of 183
participants, delegates, and committee
members participating.

Conducted in partnership with the
Jansons Institute of Technology,
Coimbatore, India, IFERP’s “International
Conference on Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (ICSTEM –
22) " was held on the 28th of May 2022.
250 participants, delegates, and
committee members participated in this
event that was jam-packed with some
invigorating sessions, lectures, and
presentations.

Webinar

The “Current Trends in Machine
Learning” webinar has been organised by
IFERP with the keynote speaker Mr. Jake
Rodriguez Pomperada, MAED-IT
Software Engineer / IT Consultant from
the Philippines. He had shared his expert
insights with over 1200 participants
from 26+ countries. This one-day
webinar which took place on the 4th of
May 2022.

The “Advanced Emerging Technologies,
Research And Practical Application”
webinar, organized by IFERP, on the 18th
May 2022. Mr.Aryan Chaudhary, Research
Head at the prestigious Nijji Health Care
as wel as the Editor in Chief at the Taylor &
Francis Group delivered the keynote
speech. Over 1000 professionals from 20+
nations participated in this remarkably
informative and enlightening webinar.

The webinar on “How AI affects other
disciplines” which was organized by
IFERP on the 27th of May, 2022 saw the
reputable AI domain specialist, Mr.
Pradeepta Mishra, Head of Artificial
Intelligence at Fosfor LTI - Larsen &
Toubro Infotech in Bangalore, India,
deliver a highly informative, engaging
and eye-opening keynote address. Over
800 professionals from 15+ countries
participated in this webinar.

Faculty Development Programme (FDP)

The much-awaited FDP (Faculty Development Programme) on the “Evolution of

intelligent systems” was organized by IFERP on the 11th of May, 2022. The
esteemed Prof. Priyadarsan Patra, Pro Vice-Chancellor, Distinguished Professor,

DIT University, IE Fellow, Founding Chair, IEEE SVDTC, and SEEDS, delivered a
powerful keynote speech that stirred up the 700+ professionals from 20+ nation

who participated in this extraordinary webinar.

United to become a part of IFERP Members.

Book Chapters

With the ushering in of the fourth industrial revolution, new insights, research

findings, experimental case studies, and ground breaking data are constantly being
generated day after day.  

 
IFERP is committed to doing everything in its power to document all of this

knowledge and information that’s being produced daily so that academics across

the planet may have access to this knowledge and benefit from it.  
 

As part of this objective, the following book chapters were published in the month
of May 2022.

Applications of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in
Healthcare

  - 75+ Abstracts 
- 25+ Full papers

Machine Learning Algorithms for Intelligent Data Analytics

  - 60+ Abstracts

KNOW MORE

Seed Funding

The ‘Innovative Project Seed Funding Scheme’ was initiated by IFERP to spur, encourage

and promote those research studies, ventures, and experiments that displayed the most
potential.  

 
By way of the scheme, innovators can avail of financial assistance for proof of concept,

prototype development, product trials, validation, market-entry, and commercialization

of their innovative project ideas. 
 

During the month of May, over 500 such projects and proposals had received Seed
Funding as part of this scheme.

KNOW MORE

New Journals Initiated

One of IFERP’s efforts to further global scientific advancement involves partnering with

up-and-coming journals to give them the research that they publish, a platform for
reaching more people worldwide. The following new journals were initiated into the

IFERP fold.

Technoarete Transactions on Advances in Computer Applications (TTACA)
ISSN : 2583-3472

VIEW MORE

Technoarete Transactions on Recent Research in Applied Microbiology and  
Biotechnology (TTRRAMB) 
ISSN : 2583-3480

VIEW MORE

International Conference / Co-Hosting MoUs
Signed

We’re always partnering with world-class educational, research institutions and

universities to partake in the global effort for scientific and technological
advancement. In this regard, we signed an MoU with the prestigious R.R Institute of

Technology, Bangalore, this past May.

A Few of Our Featured Speakers – May, 2022

An academic event is only as good as the experts who are invited to speak at it. Being

globally recognized for organizing memorable events, we take pride in being able to
attract the most prolific domain experts to speak, lecture, and impart expertise at our

events.  
 

Our events in May 2022 featured the following highly reputed individuals -

Prof.Aiman Eid Al-Rawajfeh

Full Professor, Desalination and Chemical

Industries
Department of Chemical  

Engineering

Tafila Technical University

Jordan

Mr.Mark Lauby 

Senior Vice President and Chief Engineer 

North American Electric 

Reliability Corporation (NERC) 

Greater Atlanta Area

Dr.Sanjay Sethi

Founder & CEO, 

AntarDhwani,Inc 

San Jose – “Silicon Valley” –  

California, USA

Prof. Michalis Toanoglou

Professor in Hospitality & 

Tourism Development of  
International Programs 

Jeonju University, South Korea
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